Week 2 – Connecting To The Tap
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Expansive & Contractive
Start making your decisions for the next week based on this intuition. When you’re
evaluating what you want to eat for lunch, for example, select an intention (nourish
my body is different than have fun) and then find a neutral state, quieting the
mind. From there, feel into the first decision. Notice what it feels like in the body.
Now come back to neutral.
Feel into the second option. Notice what it feels like.
Which one felt more expansive?
Trust the body’s wisdom and follow this for more decisions.. The more you begin to
utilize your intuition, the stronger it will become, just like any muscle.

Write Your DREAM LIFE
In the space provided, write out your dream life as if it’s already happened. Go as big and bold as you
possibly can, because allowing yourself to imagine it makes it exponentially more likely to manifest.

Purpose Statement

For each of the questions below, write as many adjectives as feel true to you and then see if you can spot
the patterns. Form groups of similar words and then pick the words that most encapsulate the feeling of
the each group and use those keywords for #4.
1.

How do I want to feel while creating this?

2.

How do I want to feel about the finished project?

3.

How do I want others to feel when they experience this creation?

4.

Using the key patterns you observe, craft a statement that creates a positive emotional response and feels like
it carries the frequency of what you’re creating. An example statement that I created for this course is: My
higher self and inner artist are creating a powerful video course that inspires aligned creativity in others.

Meditate & Free-Flow Journal

Week 2 HW
❖ Meditate & Free-Flow Journaling
❖ Expansive & Contractive
Decisions
❖ 44+ Minute Structured Silence

